Move your people
a better way

Airport Transfers
Hotel Transfers
Conferences & Events
Business Travel
Meetings
Staff & Client Travel

Eco travel

for forward-thinking businesses
Whether it’s an airport transfer, business meeting or
corporate event, by choosing Business Shuttle’s low-emission
100% hybrid fleet, you can be confident that your ground
transportation needs are being professionally managed,
and that you’re doing your bit for the environment.

Why Choose Us

At Business Shuttle we care about
the standards we deliver. This comes
from our integrity and hard-working
attitude all round towards giving
a positive experience.
We do this in many ways including buying and owning our fleet,
having all cars serviced on a regular basis, choosing drivers
that are approachable and friendly and whom we support with
on-going training and commitment.
And most importantly our attention to detail to ensure that
our customers can completely rely on us for their business

79

Net Promoter Score®

travel. Our pledge to all our customers is to be on time, well
presented and delivering a professional service for every
journey with us.

99.09% customers are likely
to refer us – based on an
independent customer satisfaction
survey 250 passengers and bookers.

Low-emission 100% hybrid fleet

Professional business service

Beneficial rates for account customers

Our Green Fleet

Prius Hybrid
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Prius Hybrid+
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By travelling in a hybrid you
are reducing your carbon
emissions by 50% on a
typical airport transfer to
Heathrow Airport.

Camry Hybrid
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Verso VIP
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Open a Business Account

Total peace of mind that
your business travel is fully
taken care of.
Set up an invoice account for staff based in the UK
that travel regularly.
Receive preferred rates for Heathrow and Gatwick
Airport transfers and priority booking status.
Benefit from our comprehensive fleet of vehicles
for all occasions.
Quicker and easier to book and keep a record
of journey histories.

Business Shuttle is a regional service covering Hampshire,

All major cards accepted with our in car

Berkshire, Surrey and drives to destinations across southern

payment service, VAT receipts are emailed to you

England. We provide airport transfers for the major towns

automatically after travel.

and cities along the M3 and M4 corridors.

bookings@business-shuttle.co.uk

01252 341444

business-shuttle.co.uk

